TELECOM SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS

CONNECTIVITY CATALOGUE
INNOVATIVE FIBRE OPTIC SOLUTIONS

TKF TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP
IN CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS
Since its establishment in 1930 TKF developed from a cable producer to a leading supplier of connectivity
solutions located in the Netherlands. A broad range of cables, systems and services enables us to provide
our customers worldwide with safe and reliable power and data connections.
Due to a focused commitment, TKF is distinguished by specialized application knowledge and solutions
with a high degree of reliability, quality and service. Specialized technical know-how and flexibility lead to
a high return on investment for our customers.
TKF is characterized by continuous investment in customer relations, quality and supplementary services,
resulting in sustainable cable solutions and long-term and successful relationships.
It goes without saying that we offer our customized solutions with respect for people and environment.
Being part of the technology company TKH Group NV, TKF has access to breakthrough solutions, concepts
and technologies.

More than 85 years of experience

Our market segmentation
Building Solutions
»» Building
»» Energy
»» Infrastructure
»» Renewable
»» Rail infra

Industrial Solutions
»» Industry
»» Marine & offshore
»» Oil, gas &
petrochemical

Our core values
Telecom Solutions
»» Telecom

»» Innovativeness
»» Maximum reliability
»» Outstanding quality
»» High service degree
»» Corporate Social
Responsibility
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MEET THE TKH GROUP AND
ITS CORE TECHNOLOGIES
TKH Group NV (TKH) is an internationally operating group of companies specialized in creating and
supplying innovative Telecom, Building and Industrial Solutions.
All TKH technologies are interlinked into total solutions for these three business segments. Specialists in
the fields of marketing, process development, design, engineering and logistics add advice and project
implementation to offer a tailor-made solution. TKH aims to carve out strong market positions based
mainly on its own advanced technologies and services and on its strong regional and international
positioning.
The group’s growth is concentrated in North-Western, Central and Eastern Europe and in Asia.
TKH is known for its innovations and its commitment to renewal. The urge to lead is great. TKH places
its experience and knowledge into the service of its clients, and jointly looks for optimal solutions.

The four TKH core technologies:
Vision & Security | Communications | Connectivity | Manufacturing Systems

www.tkhgroup.com
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TOTAL SOLUTIONS FOR MODERN
FIBRE OPTIC NETWORKS
The demand for broadband solutions is constantly rising. That means that the number of fibre optic
networks is also increasing worldwide. The size and topology of these networks vary by region. Therefore,
TKF is constantly innovating in the field of Telecom Solutions, for improved, flexible, cost-saving and easy
to install solutions.
Our ACE concept
TKF’s brand ACE is a way of working. It is a concept that means looking at every aspect of a fibre
optic network project from a different angle so that we can optimise the solutions. We look at where
bottlenecks lie, where costs are high, and where inconvenience is greatest. We then look at different ways
these problems can be solved. The ACE concept gives our customers a full range of flexible, compatible
products put together in different, innovative ways. The result is a solution that reduces project costs and
public inconvenience yet maintains quality, reliability and future flexibility.
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Leading the field
The ACE concept works because of the human factor. We listen to our customers, find out exactly what
they need, what they have and what the parameters are. Our knowledge of the market, regulations, future
developments and our products mean we can then create an optimal solution. This can involve putting
our products together in different ways, pre-engineering cables, working with partner engineers on smart
technology, or adjusting the layout of the network so as to improve connectivity.
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POP Solutions

OSP (Outside Plant), the fibre connection between the Point of Presence and the Subscriber, can have a
major effect on the total cost of building a FTTx network. With TKF’s ACE concept, costs are brought under
control. Our experience and expertise in civil work and our full range of compatible fibre network products
mean we can design the smartest OSP solution for your situation.
Cabling solutions
Our ACE concept looks at the full picture, from cable to environment to regulation. Preparation is key when
designing smart networks and our ACE pre-designs take potential difficulties into account. We work with
you, our partners and the authorities to create the best solution for civil work, applying our expertise in
direct burial, modular and aerial cabling, using our specialist and modular products and providing onsite
training before and during roll-out.

Subscriber Solutions
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The POP (Point of Presence) is the heart of a network, the place where connections come together.
Its setup needs to be able to cope with different demands in capacity and support, speed and quality,
and automatic configuration. Our ACE concept for POP solutions provides flexibility in terms of both
type and capacity, so a POP can match any demand required.
POP construction
We can ensure your POP design fits all purposes, whether that means building a small street cabinet in a
residential area, a large POP building in an industrial zone or a prefab station in a rural area. And it is designed
to fit all environments, meeting your requirements in terms of type of construction, size, shape and colour.
Fibre management
The ACE concept offers comprehensive fibre management, so that connections and disconnections
(customer churns) can be made quickly, smoothly and logically. The ACE concept looks at the total picture
and works with network partners to create the most reliable, scalable and cost-effective solution for your
situation. With our Semi-Automated Optical Distribution Frame (SAODF) we are even capable to control
your fibre connections remotely.

OSP Solutions

Our Subscriber solution covers the final part of a fibre optic network: making the connection to the endusers. It is often the most tricky phase of rolling out a network simply because of external factors. For
instance, each house or building presents different possibilities and regulations about where and how
cables and boxes can be installed, each end-user has their own particular demands and expectations.
TKF’s ACE concept considers every perspective of subscriber roll out in its solutions for single and multidwelling units (SDU and MDU). We have developed a range of products that can be applied as standard or
as part of a tailor-made solution. Fully compatible and available in a variety of lengths, size and shapes, our
solutions can be installed as required, giving you complete flexibility whilst keeping costs low.
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Racks

Rack System ODF-PMF-PPF
POP

The ACE rack system is designed for
housing passive components for fibre
distribution. The rack system offers space
for optical distribution shelves, patch
panel shelves, splitters and other 19”
components.

OSP
Subscriber

Every height unit can be reached via
the keen ACE patch-cord management
system, which makes it possible to
connect every position inside the rack
system with only one length of cable. The
cable cams provide easy fixation and
management of cables. The separation
plates on the bend controllers separates
the ring feeder patch-cords from the ODF
patch cords.
The rack system is provided with cable
protection brackets for feeder and
distribution cables.

Parameter

Unit

ACE-Rack system

Height
Dimension

Width

2200
mm

1800

Depth

400

Capacity

2 x 47 HU

HD fastconnect capacity

4512 LC / 2256 SC

Colour

Powder coated RAL7035

Features and applications
• FTTH POP housing
• High density FTTH networks
• Suitable for 19” splice/patch shelfs, patch panel shelfs,
splitters and other 19” components
• ACE patch-cord management system
• Bend radius protection throughout the frame
• Fully front accessibility
• Compact and light weight design
• Maximum flexibility and modularity
• Cable entry top and bottom

Art. number

ACE code

Description

561676

RS-WT-A2-NN0-01

ODF Left + PMF + PPF 2200 x 1800 x 400 mm (hxwxd)

561677

RS-WT-A1-NN0-01

ODF Right + PMF + PPF 2200 x 1800 x 400 mm (hxwxd)

N.B.: For customized design or complete solutions, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Shelves

HD Fastconnect Splice/Patch Shelf

Dimension

Width

44.4
mm

510

Depth

200 (excl. bend control guide)
1 HU

Capacity

Subscriber

Splice/Patch shelf type L

OSP

Unit
Height

POP

Parameter

The HD fastconnect splice/patch shelf is
a versatile 1 HU shelf. The shelf is used
for splicing and patching fibers of an
optical cable in a rack environment.
The shelf accommodates up to 4
ACE HD Fastconnect trays for a total
capacity of 96 LC positions. Tubes of
the feeder cable enter the shelf at
the back. The fibers are terminated
to pigtails (SC or LC) and connected
onto the adapters. Stripped pigtails
(individual strip lengths) and adapters
are mounted in the shelf ex-Work..
Four front patch trays are mounted
inside a slide rail. Orientation of
adapters is to the right or left side.
Patch-cords are guided to the patchcord management frame at the same
side of the tray. For easy accessibility
during patching, access to the individual
trays is achieved by a two-step sliding
mechanism. Unambiguous coding on
the trays reduces the risk of mistakes
during patching to a minimum.

4 HD Fastconnect trays
96 LC or 48 SC positions
Frame: black
Overlength storage module: green

Colour

Patch tray: Natural white
Pigtails: IEC 60304 / VDE 0888-3

Features and applications
• Compact and light weight design
• 1HU - 19” - 96 fibers
•S
 tripped pigtails and premounted adapters reduce
installation time
• Two-step sliding mechanism for easy accessibility
• High density FTTH networks
• Suitable for mounting in the ACE rack system
• Extension kit transforms two 1HU shelves to one 2HU shelf
• Feeder cable protection

Art. number

ACE code

Description

485008

SH-L1-BLS-VL7

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” right prefab 96x LC/APC 8°

485009

SH-L1-ALS-VL7

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” left prefab 96x LC/APC 8°

485002

SH-L1-BLS-VL5

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” right prefab 96x LC/PC

485003

SH-L1-ALS-VL5

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” left prefab 96x LC/PC

485004

SH-L1-BMS-NS7

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” right prefab 48x SC/APC 8°

485005

SH-L1-AMS-NS7

HD Fastconnect Splice/patch shelf - 19” left prefab 48x SC/APC 8°

485020

SH-L1-EXT-01

Extension kit shelf type L connecting 2 shelves 1HU incl. protection cover

N.B.: Above partnumbers refer to crimp splice protector holders. For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Shelves

Super Cassette Shelf HD
POP
OSP
Subscriber

The Super Cassette Shelf (SCS) is a high density splice/patch shelf used for splicing and patching fibers of an
optical cable in a rack environment. The SCS stands out because of its light weight design in combination
with the high density splice and patch capacity. The large splice tray system makes straightforward splicing
possible which decreases the installation time.
The SCS is available in a right and left pivoting version for optimal patch-cord guidance. A fibre density of 48
SC or 96 LC is already reached on 1HU. For different applications and cable counts there are 1HU, 1.5HU,
2HU, 3HU and 4HU SCS shelves available up to 192 SC / 384 LC. The unique 0.5HU trays make easy splicing
and distribution of tubes + fibres possible. The shelf accommodates various mounting positions from front
to back mounting. The termination of cables can be done onto the shelf as well as using a cable termination
box in a rack or this box mounted directly to the back of the shelf.
Application of splitters and pre-connected cables with fan-outs have been taken into account and can be
fixated into the trays.
Features and applications
• Compact and light weight design
• High density splice and patch capacity
• Stripped pigtails and pre-mounted adapters reduce
installation time
• Large splice trays for easy fibre storage
• Feeder cable protection
• Standard 19” mounting, ETSI adapters available
• Various mounting positions from front to back mounting
• Heatshrink and ANT crimp holders standard included

Parameter

Unit
Height

Dimension

Width

mm

Depth*

1HU

1.5HU

2HU

3HU

4HU

44.5

66.7

88.9

133.4

177.8

444

444

444

444

444

282

282

282

282

282

Capacity

1HU

1.5HU

2HU

3HU

4HU

SC / LC positions

48 / 96

72 / 144

96 / 192

144 / 288

192 / 384

Pigtails: IEC 60304 / VDE 0888-3
* excl. cable termination box
N.B.: For part numbers or other (customer specific) configurations please
contact your TKF sales representative.

1HU
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4HU

Racks

Optical Distribution Frame Light

Parameter

Unit
Height

Dimension

Width

mm

ACE-ODFL-1

ACE-ODFL-2

2000

2200

See ordering info

Depth
Capacity
Colour
Mounting frames

ACE-ODFL-x-600-A

Subscriber

Optical cables and patch-cords are
organized, stored and mechanically
protected in the side extensions of the
rack. The fibers can enter the shelves
from the left, right or the backside with
the correct bend control on all fibers.

OSP

The design suits any specific application
changing the rack configuration
composed of modular units, a central
frame and side extensions. These can
easily be combined to create different
layouts.

POP

The ACE-ODFL is an ETSI all-purpose
metal rack designed to reach the
maximum modularity and flexibility which
also allows easy on-site assembly.

Within the rack and side modules there is
complete flexibility in patching from one
side to the other. The bend controllers in
the side modules allow the use of a single
patch-cord length with excess length
storage in a proper manner.

300
72 MU

80 MU

Powder coated RAL7035
ETSI, back mounting

ACE-ODFL-x-900-A

ACE-ODFL-x-1050-A

ACE-ODFL-x-1200-A
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Racks

Optical Distribution Frame Light
POP

Art. number

ACE code

Description

400876

ACE-ODFL-1-600-A

ETSI Rack 2000 x 600 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

400875

ACE-ODFL-1-900-A

ETSI Rack 2000 x 900 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

400877

ACE-ODFL-1-1050-A

ETSI Rack 2000 x 1050 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

OSP

400874

ACE-ODFL-1-1200-A

ETSI Rack 2000 x 1200 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

400871

ACE-ODFL-2-600-A

ETSI Rack 2200 x 600 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

400870

ACE-ODFL-2-900-A

ETSI Rack 2200 x 900 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

Subscriber

400868

ACE-ODFL-2-1050-A

ETSI Rack 2200 x 1050 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

400869

ACE-ODFL-2-1200-A

ETSI Rack 2200 x 1200 x 300 mm (hxwxd)

N.B.: For each side module 150mm or 300mm there are 6 patch-cord drums included.
For other configurations, side to side, back to back, with or without central doors etc., please contact your TKF sales representative.

ODFL Kits
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Art. number

ACE code

Description

400853

RS-STD KIT-CTS

Cable termination splitter

400856

RS-ODF-KIT-CPK

Cable attachment plate kit

400858

RS-SC-12/16

Single clamp for 1 cable diam. 12/16 mm Strengh member connector included

400859

RS-SC-22/28

Single clamp for 1 cable diam. 22/28 mm Strengh member connector included

400857

RS-ODFL-KIT-6 DRUMS

Drum kit ODFL, pack of 6 pieces

405949

RS-SMFK-01

Strength member fixation kit d= 1-5 mm 1 cable

Shelves

Pivoting Tray Drawer 2

Splice/patch version

Patch/patch version

Subscriber

The PTD2 is suitable for splicing and
patching fibre optic cables using the most
common connector types SC, LC and
E2000. A left and right pivoting version
is available in 1HU (48 fibers), 2HU (96
fibers) and 3HU (144 fibers) for both SC
and LC. The panels are available including
connectivity.

OSP

The patch/patch version of the PTD2 is a
front patching shelf only sub-rack, that
provides the function of break-out cable
connecting and patch-cord patching.

POP

PTD2 has improved features like a new
patch frame consisting of one piece. It is a
multi-purpose mechanical shelf assembly
and a fibre management system in a rack
environment. The front splice/patch shelf
ensures safe termination, storage and
mechanical protection of the incoming
cable, fibers and pigtails. In a controlled
way the outgoing patch-cords and
break-out cables are guided to the active
equipment.

The housing is made of mild steel
chassis (anti-corrosive paint, RAL 7035)
with front or back 19” rack mounting
facility and metric (ETSI) mounting
options. Depending on size, the shelf
can accommodate up to 3 trays and up
to 144 connections can be made with
standard connectors (SC, E2000, LC
duplex). The units allow for a selective
access for maintenance and upgrades
without affecting live circuits. Control on
fibre management is maximized during
installation, operation, maintenance and
upgrades.
The shelves allow the accommodation of
the fibers with a minimum bend radius of
30 mm throughout the whole system.

PTD2

Dimension in mm capacities
Height

Width*

Depth

no. F.O.

41

440

275

up to 48

19” - 2U

88

440

275

up to 96

19” - 3U

125

440

275

up to 144

19” - 1U

* Dimension excl. mounting brackets

Features and applications
• Ultimate connectivity density
• Pivoting trays for easy installation and
maintenance
• Full bend radius control
• Pre-loaded pigtails
• Inside and outside plant installation
• Future proof for high density
applications
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Shelves

Pivoting Tray Drawer 2
POP
OSP
19”- 1 unit

Subscriber

Art. number

19”- 2 units

19”- 3 units

ACE code

Description

405709

SH-PTD2-MIR1-RHD4-12H-S2-48-48

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 1HU 19" right HS
incl. 48x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405712

SH-PTD2-MIR2-RHD4-12H-S2-96-96

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 2HU 19" right HS
incl. 96x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405713

SH-PTD2-MIR3-RHD4-12H-S2-144-144

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 3HU 19" right HS
incl. 144x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405717

SH-PTD2-MIL1-RHD4-12H-S2-48-48

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 1HU 19" left HS
incl. 48x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405718

SH-PTD2-MIL2-RHD4-12H-S2-96-96

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 2HU 19" left HS
incl. 96x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405719

SH-PTD2-MIL3-RHD4-12H-S2-144-144

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 3HU 19" left HS
incl. 144x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405726

SH-PTD2-MIR1-RHD4-12H-2L2-24-48

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 1HU 19" right HS
incl. 48x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 24 duplex adapters

405727

SH-PTD2-MIR2-RHD4-12H-2L2-48-96

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 2HU 19" right HS
incl. 96x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 48 duplex adapters

405728

SH-PTD2-MIR3-RHD4-12H-2L2-72-144

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 3HU 19" right HS
incl. 144x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 72 duplex adapters

405717

SH-PTD2-MIL1-RHD4-12H-2L2-24-48

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 1HU 19" left HS
incl. 48x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 24 duplex adapters

405718

SH-PTD2-MIL2-RHD4-12H-2L2-48-96

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 2HU 19" left HS
incl. 96x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 48 duplex adapters

405719

SH-PTD2-MIL3-RHD4-12H-2L2-72-144

Splice/patch shelf PTD2 - 3HU 19" left HS
incl. 144x LC/APC 8° pigtails & 72 duplex adapters

405684

SH-STDKIT-EMB1

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 1 HU symmetric
PTD - 1HU, 19”, left pivoting incl. 48x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405685

SH-STDKIT-EMB2

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 2 HU symmetric
PTD - 2HU, 19”, left pivoting incl. 96x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

405686

SH-STDKIT-EMB3

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 3 HU symmetric
PTD - 1HU, 19”, left pivoting incl. 48x SC/APC 8° pigtails & adapters

N.B.: Above part numbers refer to IEC 60304 / VDE 0888-3 colour coding and heat shrink splice trays. Other versions, colour coding,
ANT splice trays, grade B are available on request. Please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Shelves

Sliding Tray Drawer
POP
OSP
Subscriber

ACE sliding tray drawer is used for splicing
loose tube cables to pigtails and patching,
the pigtails to patch-cords or for patching
only (patch-cords and assemblies).

Parameters

Tray

Unit

2
Height

The ACE sliding tray drawer is used
instead of front patching, when full easy
access on both sides of the connection is
required.

Dimensions

Whithin the tray a patch can be made to
every position with a perfect control of
the patch-cord overlength.

Colour

19”
44 (1HU 1.75”)

4

88 (2HU 3.5”)

6

125 (3HU 5.25”)

8
Width
Depth

Pigtail colour

mm

167 (4HU 7.0”)
445*
280
Powder coated RAL7035
White

* Dimension excl. mounting brackets

Accurate design and compact adapters
allow to accommodate 12 terminations
(24 SFF connectors) per tray.
Swing-removable adapter holders make
it easy to access the connection at
both sides. Kits to attach cables at the
side or back of the shelf are available.
PLC splitters or other optical passive
components can be integrated.
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Shelves

Sliding Tray Drawer
POP
OSP

1U

2U

Subscriber

4U

3U

Art. number

ACE code

Unit

Standard Connectors

SFF Connectors

405700

SH-STD-1I

19”- 1HU

24

48

405701

SH-STD-2I

19”- 2HU

48

96

405702

SH-STD-3I

19”- 3HU

72

144

405703

SH-STD-4I

19”- 4HU

96

192

N.B.: Above part numbers are sliding tray drawers without trays

Pre-loaded drawers with adapters and pigtails

PST Patch Splice Tray
Tray base with splice area cover

Adhesive label set

12 adaptor clips

Pre-installed adapters

Splice protection holders

Pre-loaded pigtails or micro fan-out

Patch and splice tray

POT Patch Only Tray
Tray base

Adhesive label set

12 adaptor clips

Pre-installed adapters

Patch only tray

Art. number

ACE code

Description

405692

SH-PST-H-S2-12-12

Patch and splice tray preloaded with 12 SC/APC adapters and pigtails

405693

SH-PST-H2-2L2-12-24

Patch and splice tray preloaded with 12 LC/APC duplex adapters and 24 pigtails

405694

SH-POT-S2-12

Patch only tray preloaded with 12 SC/APC adapters

405695

SH-POT-2L2-12

Patch only tray preloaded with 12 LC/APC duplex adapters

405684

SH-STDKIT-EMB1

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 1 HU symmetric

405685

SH-STDKIT-EMB2

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 2 HU symmetric

405686

SH-STDKIT-EMB3/4

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 3/4 HU symmetric

N.B.: Above PST part numbers refer to heat shrink splice protector holders, crimp splice protector holders available on request.
Cable input on the left, patch-cord output on the right, other configurations available on request. For other configurations please
contact your TKF sales representative.
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Shelves

Sliding Splicing Drawer

Please refer to ACE-STHD splice trays to configure your splice needs
SSD 19"

Dimension in mm
height

depth

width*

125

280

445

Unit

Subscriber

Subrack Type

OSP

The main distinguishing features of the product
are the use of HD splice trays for splicing the
integration of passive components such as PLC
splitters, the ability to terminate pigtails using
optical Pigtail Kevlar Retainer and to facilitate the
installation with pre-assembly tubes to guide the
fibers within the sub-rack to reach the splice trays.

POP

The ACE sliding splicing drawer is a product
designed to splice cable to cable(s) and cable to
pigtails. The product can be used inside the ODF
racks in combination with STD shelves to terminate
pigtails.

3U

* Dimension excl. mounting brackets

PKR Kit
Splicing Cable to Pigtails
Splicing
Capacity

SSD 19”
fibers

trays

2 fibers per tray

96

48

4 fibers per tray

192

48

Splicing Cable to Cable
Splicing
Capacity

SSD 19”
fibers

trays

2 fibers per tray

96

48

4 fibers per tray

192

48

12 fibers per tray

576

48

Art. number

ACE code

Description

405730

SH-SSD-3I-C2P-N

Sliding splicing drawer - 3 units, 19” - cable to pigtails - empty

405731

SH-SSD-3I-C2C-N

Sliding splicing drawer - 3 units, 19” - cable to cable - empty

405740

SH-SDKIT-PKRM

Splicing drawer kit - pigtail kevlar retainer

405686

SH-STDKIT-EMB3/4

Mounting bracket 19” - ETSI 3/4 HU symmetric

N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
SDKIT-PKRM = 1x bend controller & 6x retainer.
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Shelves

Patch-cord Management Shelf
POP
OSP
Subscriber

The ACE patch-cord management shelf is a
mechanical shelf assembly which can be used
either to store overlength of patch-cords or to route
them from one lateral duct to the opposite one in
a controlled way. Four half round drums are used
to guide patch-cords entering from either the left
or the right side. The 1HU right pivoting shelf can
store patch-cords entering and leaving the shelf on
the right side.
Features and applications
• Within racks or outdoor cabinets
• 19” and ETSI mounting
• Entrances/exits sliding shelfs on the left and/or
right side
• Entrance/exit pivoting shelf on the right side
• Drums to secure bend radius protection of the
patch-cords

Parameter

Unit

PMS-I1

Height

mm

Width*

mm

445

481

445

Depth

44

1HU

PMS-I1P
44

3HU

3U sliding

PMS-I3
124

3HU

mm

265

300

265

Capacity
3.0 mm cords

m

75

75

150

Capacity
1.2 mm cords

m

100

100

190

Colour

For the sliding shelfs the drums can be re-arranged
in such a way to manage cords in a horizontal way.
The shelf is available in different heights 1HU and
3HU. The design allows easy access for incoming
and outgoing cords. A front cover protects the
patch-cords when open frames are used.

1U sliding

Powder coated RAL 7035

N.B.: Storage capacity based on 3 mm patch-cords

1U pivoting

* Dimension excl. mounting brackets
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Art. number

ACE code

Description

405680

SH-PMS-I1

Patch-cord management shelf, 1HU 19” sliding

561136

SH-PMS-I1P

Patch-cord management shelf, 1HU 19" pivoting right

405681

SH-PMS-I3

Patch-cord management shelf, 3HU 19”

Ducts and Tubes

Ducts and Tubes
POP
OSP

Deployment of FTTx networks usually starts
with installation of ducts, tubes and tube cables.
Ducts and tubes offer a protective path for fibre
infrastructure. Over 20 years of experience
in cable blowing technique brings TKF in the
position to support customers with the best
suitable solution for every project.

Features and applications
• Wide range of diameters available
• Test facility for blowing at own premises for
reliable performance comparison of cable /
tube combinations
• 100% compatible with ACE tube connectors
• Various types of tubes in stock available
means short lead time
• Quality assurance by dedicated test
programme

HDPE duct

Subscriber

Tubes are available in outer diameter 5 mm
to 20 mm and for several applications, like
indoor direct burial and duct install. Integrated
tests of tubes and TKF cables are performed at
the blowing test facility of TKF. This approach
provides a clear comparison between blowing
performance of tubes and cables, necessary for
the best solution in the field.

TKF cable blowing test facility

Tube PE

Tube PE

N.B.: For detailed information about ducts and tubes, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Multi Tube Cables

Multi Tube Cables
POP

Multi tube cables are an assembly of tubes.
The ACE multi tube cable portfolio covers a
complete range of assemblies with a large
variety of tube numbers and tube diameters,
suitable for both indoor and outdoor
applications.

OSP
Subscriber

Features and applications
• Future-oriented network
• Postponed investment
• Fibre replacement possible at any time
• Flexible engineering
• Reduced number of splice nodes

MTC direct buried tubes

MTC direct install

MTC low fire hazard

MTC direct buried tubes

Ducted MTC direct buried tubes

MTC PE tubes

N.B.: For detailed information about multi tube cables, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Connectors

Connectors
POP

Our ACE concept provides a complete program of high quality connectors to join tubes or ducts: straight,
end, reduction and gas-block. Regular tube connectors are available for direct install (DI) and direct burial
(DB) applications.

OSP

5 mm - 20 mm

Subscriber

Features and applications
• ACE tube connectors comply to international standard IEC 50411-2-8
• Deutsche Telekom (German Telecom) approved
• Transparent body allows verification of the correct position of the tube inside the connector
• Compact size
• Push-fit up to 20 mm
• Including a clip to secure installation
• Re-installable
• Burst pressure 30 Bar

Straight
connector

Reduction
connector

Art. number

tube size in

tube size out

bore size

Art. number

tube size

510600

5

5

3.5

510615

5

510601

7

7

4

510616

7

510603

10

10

8

150618

10

510604

10

10

6

510619

12

510605

12

12

10

510620

14

510606

12

12

8

510621

16

510607

14

14

10

510622

20

End connector

510608

16

16

12

401238

40

510609

20

20

16

401239

50

401201

32

32

25.3

401202

40

40

32.6

401203

50

50

40.8

Art. number

tube size in

tube size out

bore size
10

510626

14

12

510625

12

10

8

401204

40

32

32.6 - 25.3

32 mm - 50 mm

N.B.: For gas-block connectors or other connector sizes please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Connectors

Divisible connectors
POP
OSP

In 2017 TKF introduced the ACE divisible tube connector. The
divisible tube connectors have been approved by several telecom
operators, like DTAG and Vodafone. The re-usable ACE divisible
tube connector integrates the unique property of high retention
characteristics on both tube and cable and a wide tolerance range
on cable diameter. The divisible end connector can be applied as
end connector and gas-block connector.

Subscriber

Three versions of divisible gas-block connectors exist:
• Divisible tube connector straight
• Divisible tube connector straight with gas-block functionality
• Divisible tube connector end with gas-block functionality
The connectors are available for different tube diameters and for
different cable diameter ranges.

Description
Tube connector straight

DB 7 hinge

Tube connector straight

DB 10 hinge - divisible

Tube connector straight

DB 12 hinge - divisible

Tube connector straight

DB 14 mm hinge - divisible

Tube connector straight – divisible

Description
Tube connector gas-block straight DB 7 hinge tube Ømin-max - divisible
Tube connector gas-block straight

DB 10 hinge tube Ømin-max - divisible

Tube connector gas-block straight

DB 12 hinge tube Ømin-max - divisible

Tube connector gas-block straight

DB 14mm hinge tube Ømin-max - divisible

Tube connector gas-block straight – divisible

Description
Tube connector gas-block end

DB 7b4 tube hinge - divisible

Tube connector gas-block end

DB 10b8 tube hinge - divisible

Tube connector gas-block end

DB 12b8 tube hinge - divisible

Tube connector gas-block end

DB 14mm hinge tube Ømin-max - divisible

Tube connector gas-block end – divisible
N.B.: For detailed information about the cable diameter ranges or other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Tube closures

Tube Management Closures

The strain relief inlay parts are exchangeable, therefore it
is possible to use one housing for several diameters and
applications. A range of 25, 32, 40 and 50 mm are available for
use with the closure housing.

Subscriber

The closure is used for fibre optic network maintenance and
fibre or tube blowing features.

OSP

The ACE 2-way and 4-way tube closures are divisible direct
buried closures which can be used for:
• Transition of tube to tube (same diameter)
• Transition of tube to different diameter tube
• Transition of several microtubes to tube
• Transition of several minitubes to modular cable

POP

Tube closures are an excellent and cost effective solution to branch-off and connect duct and blown fibre
tubes. The tube closures are suitable for different types and sizes of tubes and ducts.

Tube connectors are easy to install due to the length of the
closure. The closure can be installed without any tooling.

Art. number

ACE code

Description

530224

CL-R2-T-40-40

2-way tube closure in-line 40 mm

530225

CL-R4-T-40-40-40-40

4-way tube closure in-line 40 mm

530229

CLAC-RX-CL0325

Tube closure clamp 25 mm

530228

CLAC-RX-CL0332

Tube closure clamp 32 mm

530226

CLAC-RX-CL0350

Tube closure clamp 50 mm

The ACE MC type 5 branch-off closure is a twin shell re-openable
that serves as mechanical protection when extending or
branching off multi tube cables. The closure is applied at the
position where the outer sheath of the multi
tube cable DB is removed and DI tubes are extended or
branched off with tube connectors.
The 4 ports (2 ports on both sides) can be used for different
diameters:
• 50 mm max (smaller diameters are 46, 39 and 33 mm)
• 50 mm max (smaller diameters are 34, 30 and 17 mm)
The closure is sand-tight. A metal bracket inside the closure is
used to fix cables with hose clips.
Art. number

ACE code

Description

530332

CL-5A-T

Tube management closure branch-off closure MC type 5 black

530345

CL-5A-T-P

Tube management closure branch-off closure MC type 5 purple

N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Fibre closures

Small Termination Closure
POP

The ACE small termination closure is constructed
to support butt or in-line low count splice
applications in a direct buried environment
and pole/wall mounted applications nearby the
subscriber.

OSP

The closures’ compact size and rugged exterior
allow for installation in tight spaces without
compromising functionality. With the included
heatshrink splice protectors this closure is ready
for splicing (or repairing).

Subscriber

Four corner entrance ports provide the installer
the flexibility to quickly configure the closure as
needed.
Features and applications
• Compact size
• Cost effective solution ideal for quick restoration
of damaged/cut fibre service drops
• Quick to assemble, no tools required for
assembly
•F
 lexible sealing technology supports a wide range
of flat or round cable profiles
• Sealing and fixation adjusted for 6 mm cable
•D
 esigned for direct buried, below grade, pole/wall
mount or aerial applications

ACE small termination closure standard
including:
4 pcs 	Sealing grommets 4.3 - 6.4 mm
1 pcs
ANT splice holder
1 pcs
Heatshrink splice holder

Patchpanel

Art. number

ACE code

Description
ACE small termination closure

563200

CL-XS-S001

563207

CL-XS-SGK01

Sealing grommet kit d: 6.4 - 9.4 mm incl. dummy (4 pcs)

563214

CL-XS-SGK02

Sealing grommet kit 2 holes d: 4.3 - 6.4 mm incl. dummy (4 pcs)

563205

CLAC-XS-PP03

Patchpanel ACE small termination closure 3 x SC duplex

563217

CL-XS-S001#563217

ACE small termination closure incl. 4x 2x6 mm grommets, 3x splice tray 12 HS PF

563213

CLAC-XS-SB

Small termination closure cable storage bracket

N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Fibre closures

μODC Closure

OSP

Depending on the configuration, the μODC can be used in different configurations: in-line, butt or tap-off
with easy access or re-entry.

POP

The highly versatile ACE μODC closure is specially designed for loose tube and soft-tube cables in the FTTx
networks. Thanks to the unique features which comply the new market requirements:
• Compact dimensions (< 2 liters)
• Mechanical and waterproof protection (IP 68)
• Versatile and flexible usage (buried, aerial, facade installation) in outdoor environment

The closure allows cable loop configurations in combination with up to 18 drops cables. Uncut loose buffer
tube storage space is available thanks to the hinged frame.

Similar to the complete ACE closure family, the standard cassette ACE-STHD is used for splicing. The cable
entries can be sealed using the unique mechanical gaskets from ACE.

Subscriber

The fibre management system offers cable fixation, protection of the tube loops and positive routing for
the fibres with a minimum bend radius of 30 mm throughout the whole system.

Optionally the closure can be provided with a pressure valve and a grounding point.

Features and applications
• G.652-G.657 fibre compatible (standard STHD cassette)
• Positive fibre management (secured min. bend radius)
• Latch closing system
• Easy installation - friendly use
• High reliability - IP68 and IK10

Dimension and capacity
Dimensions (mm)

240x180x65 (hxwxd)

Colour

Black or grey

Capacity

• up to 96 fibres heatshrink
• 18 cables up to Ø 7 mm
• 2 cables up to Ø 16 mm
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Fibre closures

μODC Configurations
POP
OSP
Subscriber

Art. number

ACE-code

Description

563140

CL-MODC-LT-4HD12H-2F-6B-YB

Micro closure 48 fibre heatshrink, black

563141

CL-MODC-LT-4HD12H-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 48 fibre heatshrink, grey

563142

CL-MODC-LT-4HD12A-2F-6B-YB

Micro closure 48 fibre crimp (ANT), black

563143

CL-MODC-LT-4HD12A-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 48 fibre crimp (ANT), grey

563144

CL-MODC-LT-3HD24H-2F-6B-YB

Micro closure 72 fibre heatshrink, black

563145

CL-MODC-LT-3HD24H-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 72 fibre heatshrink, grey

563146

CL-MODC-LT-6HD12A-2F-6B-YB

Micro closure 72 fibre crimp (ANT), black

563147

CL-MODC-LT-6HD12A-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 72 fibre crimp (ANT), grey

563148

CL-MODC-LT-6HD12H-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 72 fibre heatshrink, black

563149

CL-MODC-LT-4HD24H-2F-6B-YG

Micro closure 96 fibre heatshrink, black

N.B.: For detailed information about the micro closure or other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.

μODC closures standard incl.:
Feeder gaskets
2 pcs
FG 5-9 mm, blue
2 pcs
FG 9-13 mm, white
2 pcs
FG 13-16 mm, red
Blind gaskets
6 pcs
Blind gasket

μODC Sealing Kits
Art. number

ACE-code

Description

563173

CL-MODC-FG-5-9

Feeder gasket 5-9 mm, blue (12pcs)

563178

CL-MODC-FG-8-12

Feeder gasket 8-12 mm, yellow (12pcs)

563174

CL-MODC-FG-9-13

Feeder gasket 9-13 mm, white (12pcs)

563175

CL-MODC-FG-13-16

Feeder gasket 13-16 mm, red (12pcs)

563171

CL-MODC-DG-3x4-7

Drop gasket 3 x 4-7 mm (12pcs)

563172

CL-MODC-DG-6X2

Drop gasket 6 x 2 mm (12pcs)

563176

CL-MODC-DG-2X6

Drop gasket 2 x 6 mm, green (12pcs)

563152

CL-MODC-BG-12

Blind gasket (12pcs)

Feeder gasket 9-13 mm
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Drop gasket 3 x 4-7 mm

Drop gasket 2 x 6 mm

Fibre closures

Compact Fibre Optical Closure
POP
OSP

Parameter

Units
Height

Dimensions

Width

mm

Depth

A

B

380

450

290

290

150

150

BASE A
Splice capacity

DOME A
380 mm

Subscriber

The ACE compact fibre optical closure has mainly been developed for FTTH access networks. Thanks to
its slim design the closure can be used for both underground and aerial applications. Suitable for splicing
of standard optical cables or for blowing of micro-cables, the compact closure is the ideal solution for an
access network. The flat rectangular shape guarantees installation in compact environment such as small
hand-hole or cabinet. The space behind the frame can be used either as storage for uncut loose buffer
tubes or as a patching point.

DOME B
450 mm

Splice tray

Heat shrink

ANT

Heat shrink

HD4-12 (6 mm)

96

96

192

ANT
192

HD6-12 (4 mm)

144

144

288

288

HD3-24 (8 mm)

144

-

288

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

192

-

384

-

N.B.: Fibre storage splice trays HD6-12 & HD4-24 for heat shrink is only suitable for G.657 fibre

Art. number

ACE code

Description

568184

CL-CFOC-AA-NV

Compact fibre optic closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L= 380 mm)

568185

CL-CFOC-AB-NV

Compact fibre optic closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L= 450 mm)
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Fibre closures

Fibre Optical Closure
POP
OSP
Subscriber

ACE fibre optical closure is an environmentally sealed single-ended optical closure for the fibre
management system that provides the functions of splicing and passive component integration in the
outside plants (IEC 60529, IP 68). A wide range of configurations can be arranged by adding ACE-STHD
modules and/or passive device sub-assemblies.
The ACE closure is suitable for terminating different cable types. One or two oval entry ports for looped
(uncut) cable and 6, 8 or 18 round ports for drop cables entry/exit are provided in the base. Uncut loose
buffer tube storage space is available between the two stacks. Depending on the installation conditions,
suitable cable seals kits are available.

Base

Units

Number of cable ports

mm

Cable dia. range

30

min.-max.

A
1 oval
6 round

B

C

14 ~ 25

1 oval

14 ~ 25

2 oval

14 ~ 25

8 ~ 28

6 round
12 round

6 ~ 20
6 ~ 14

8 round

8 ~ 28

Dome

Units

A

B

C

Height

mm

390

525

770

Diameter

mm

247           (285 with clamp)

Fibre closures

Fibre Optical Closure
POP

Splice tray

Base B
247 mm
285 mm with clamp

Base C
247 mm
285 mm with clamp

ANT

Heat shrink

Dome C
770 mm
ANT

Heat shrink

ANT

HD4-12 (6 mm)

288

288

576

576

1056

1056

HD6-12 (4 mm)

432

432

960

960

1584

1584

HD3-24 (8 mm)

432

-

960

-

1584

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

576

-

1152

-

2112

-

Splice tray

Heat shrink

ANT

Heat shrink

ANT

Heat shrink

ANT

HD4-12 (6 mm)

288

288

576

576

-

-

HD6-12 (4 mm)

432

432

960

960

-

-

HD3-24 (8 mm)

432

-

960

-

-

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

576

-

1152

-

-

-

Splice tray

Heat shrink

ANT

Heat shrink

ANT

Heat shrink

ANT

HD4-12 (6 mm)

-

-

576

576

1056

1056

HD6-12 (4 mm)

-

-

960

960

1584

1584

HD3-24 (8 mm)

-

-

960

-

1584

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

-

-

1152

-

2112

-

Subscriber

Base A
247 mm
285 mm with clamp

Heat shrink

Dome B
525 mm

OSP

Dome A
390 mm

N.B.: Fibre storage splice trays HD6-12 & HD4-24 for heat shrink is only suitable for G.657 fibre

Art. number

Ace code

Description

568160

CL-FOC-AA-NV

Closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L=390 mm)

568161

CL-FOC-AB-NV

Closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L=525 mm)

568162

CL-FOC-AC-NV

Closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L=770 mm)

568164

CL-FOC-BB-NV

Closure with 1 oval & 18 round ports base (L=525 mm)

568165

CL-FOC-BC-NV

Closure with 1 oval & 18 round ports base (L=770 mm)

568167

CL-FOC-CB-NV

Closure with 2 oval & 8 round ports base (L=525 mm)

568169

CL-FOC-CC-NV

Closure with 2 oval & 8 round ports base (L=770 mm)
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Fibre closures

Demarcation Optical Closure
POP
OSP
Subscriber
The ACE demarcation and compact demarcation closure are environmentally sealed single-ended
optical closures to manage the demarcation point from the operator network ends and the customer’s
on-premises wiring. These demarcation closures are the ideal solution for a flexible carrier demarcation
point with dimensions and splice/connection capacities suitable to satisfy all requests.
Large splice capacity HD trays used together with compact and positive design allow that extra carriers/
customers can be connected to the backbone side of the network without affecting other, already
connected carriers/customers. These closures have the same features and benefits of standard ACE fibre
optic closures (IEC 60529, IP 68). Also the same sealing methods can be applied. Due to the possibility to
integrate splitter assemblies in the HD splice trays, makes it possible to transform a demarcation closure
into an distribution and demarcation point.

DOC - AA

CDOC - AA

SC capability max. 32 SC connections

SC capability max. 9 SC connections

LC capability max. 64 LC connections

LC capability max. 18 LC connections

Splice tray

Heat shrink

ANT

Splice tray

Heat shrink

ANT

HD4-12 (6 mm)

144

144

HD4-12 (6 mm)

48

48

HD6-12 (4 mm)

216

216

HD6-12 (4 mm)

72

72

HD3-24 (8 mm)

216

-

HD3-24 (8 mm)

72

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

288

-

HD4-24 (6 mm)

96

-

N.B.: Fibre storage splice trays HD6-12 & HD4-24 for heat shrink is only suitable for G.657 fibre
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Art. number

Ace code

Description

568205

CL-DOC-AA-NV

Demarcation optic closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L=390 mm)

568209

CL-CDOC-AB-NV

Compact demarcation optic closure with 1 oval & 6 round ports base (L=380 mm)

Fibre closures

Heatshrink Sealing Kits

Subscriber

568180

OSP

568181

POP

ACE sealing kits consist of heat shrinkable tubing
made from high performance crosslinked polyolefin
coated internally with hot melt adhesive to give high
mechanical and enviromental protection. When heated
with a standard gas torch, or similar heat source, the
tubing shrinks to follow the shape of the outlets and
cables to be protected. The hot melt adhesives or
sealant flows to fill any cavities or surfaces to guarantee
IP68 level of protection. Every kit contains all the
components to prepare and terminate all type of cables
with different constructions (see kit descriptions or
contact our sales office for more information).

568182

Art. number

ACE code

Description

568181

CL-FOC-HOS

Oval port seal heatshrink A&C closure for loose tubes cables min. Ø 14 mm

568180

CL-FOC-HRS

Round port seal heatshrink A&C closure for loose tubes cables min. Ø 7.4 mm

568182

CL-FOC-HRS-B

Round port seal heatshrink B closure (two port) for loose tubes cables min. Ø 6 mm

Additional to the standard sealing kits also pre-assembled closure kits for multi
tube cables are available. Multi tube cables with 5/3,5 mm or 7/4 mm micro tubes
are introduced in the closure and sealed. The micro tubes on the outside of the
closure are protected with a flex tube for easy installation in an access chamber.
The water- and gastight pre-assembled closures are tested and delivered with a
testing and quality report. This pre-assembled closure design is developed in close
cooperation and interaction with our customers, which resulted in an easy and
cost effective solution.
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Fibre closures

Mechanical Sealing Kits
POP
OSP

Each seal is re-accessible and allows easy and fast
installation of any cable even when other cables
are installed in the same port. Whatever the
construction of the cable, all sealing kits allow to
terminate either the aramid yarns or the strength
member in order to provide a good resistance
to accidental forces. Depending from the size of
the cable, each sealing kit permits the entrance
of one or more cables in the same port even in
different sequences. The sealing (IEC529 and IP68)
is guaranteed in all circumstances.

Subscriber
568174

568175

568176

568135

568173

568170

568177
568290

568172

ACE-Code

Description

Min.

Max.

568174

CL-FOC-MOS-2 x 20

Mechanical oval seal 2 x 20 mm

10

20

568175

CL-FOC-MOS-4 x 10

Mechanical oval seal 4 x 10 mm

5

10

568172

CL-FOC-MRS-16 x 3

Mechanical round seal 16 x 3 mm

0

3

568290

CL-FOC-MRS-8 x 4

Mechanical round seal 8 x 4 mm

3

5.5

568177

CL-FOC-MRS-8 x 6,4

Mechanical round seal 8 x 6,4 mm

4

6,4

568170

CL-FOC-MRS-6 x 8

Mechanical round seal 6 x 8 mm

6

8

568135

CL-FOC-MRS-4 x 10

Mechanical round seal 4 x10 mm

7

10

568173

CL-FOC-MRS-2 x 12

Mechanical round seal 2 x 12 mm

8

12

568137

CL-FOC-MRS-1 x 17

Mechanical round seal 1 x 17 mm

14

17

568176

CL-FOC-MRS-1 x 20

Mechanical round seal 1 x 20 mm

12

20

N.B.: Indicative values depending on cables construction
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Cable diameter (mm)

Art. number

Fibre closures

Closure Accessories
POP

TKF supplies several kits to be used together with the ACE closures for fixing or managing applications such
as pole or wall mounting.

OSP

568187

568260

568186

568188

400451
400454
400453

Art. number

ACE code

Description

568189

CL-FOC-MB

Closure mounting bracket for mounting FOC closures on a wall or in a handhole

568187

CL-CFOC-MB

Closure mounting bracket for mounting CFOC closures on a wall or in a handhole

568186

CL-FOC-CFB

Bracket for external fixing cables and or mini-tubes (*)

568188

CL-FOC-PMB

Bracket for mounting closures on a pole (*)

568260

CL-FOC-PSK

Bracket for storing cable overlength on a pole or wall

400453

CL-FOC-CFH2

Closure frame hingeable, stainless steel l:1165 mm

400454

CL-FOC-CFH3

Closure frame hingeable, stainless steel l:1400 mm

400451

CL-FOC-CFH1

Closure frame hingeable, stainless steel l:1760 mm

Subscriber

568189

* Always in combination with FOC-MB or CFOC-MB brackets
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Street Cabinets

ACEcab
POP

The ACEcab family consists of two kinds of cabinets:
The first range are passive cabinets and can be used for splicing, patching and dividing fibres (cables) by
using of splitters. The second range are active cabinets they can be used for mounting of equipment and
to connect the outputs to fibre optic cables. The streetcabinets consist of a fully assembled cabinet in a
modular setup.

OSP

The outer shell of the cabinet can be made of different kind of materials, such as aluminium,
polycarbonate, stainless steel or polyester. The choice of the material depends on the environmental
conditions and customer wishes.

Subscriber

ACEcab Passive Cabinets
The inner construction is designed for an easy and fast
installation for various applications. The modularity offers
options as:
• only splicing cables with ACE splice trays
• patching fibres on a patchpanel, different connectors/adapters
are possible
• apply plug and play splitters to splice or to patch the in-/output
ports
There are different cable entries available and sufficient space
for mounting direct buried tubes to the backframe.
Application
The primary use of the ACEcab passive street cabinet series
is distribution and manipulation point in a fibre network with
buried (multi duct) cables. High fibre count cables come into
the cabinet from a central office and are distributed to cables
to connect a single subscriber, multi dwelling units, offices
business premises, etc.
Features
• Attractive modular design
• Swing frame technology for easy access
• Modular splice system for single circuit / single element splicing
• Tube management
• Overlength storage of cables
• Plug and play splitter solutions
• Minimum installation time
• Secured fibre and cable routing
• Modular components in the entire housing (building blocks)
• IP54 protection
TKF can offer a range of ACEcab passive streetcabinets for a lot of applications. For the right solution please
contact your TKF sales representative.
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Street Cabinets

ACEcab Active Cabinets

OSP
Subscriber

Application
The ACEcab active street cabinet series is a cabinet where
active equipment will be connected to fibre optic cables in the
network. These connected high fibre count cables will be routed
to distribution points or passive street cabinets. From there the
fibres will be distributed to houses, multi dwelling units, offices,
business premises, etc.

POP

The inner construction is designed for an easy and fast
installation for various applications. The modularity offers
options as:
• One or two 19”or ETSI mounting profiles
• Splicing cables on splice/patch-shelves, in which different
connectors/adapters are possible
• Apply plug and play splitters
• UPS
•S
 ecurity system with temp./rH, electronic lock, card reader,
water sensor, tilt sensor, door contact, alarms of UPS, heat
exchanger, etc.
• Cooling with direct air or with heat exchanger
• Energy connection
• Different cable/tube entries

Features
• Attractive modular design
• Modular splice system
• Tube management
• Overlength storage of cables
• Plug and play splitter solutions
• Minimum installation time
• Secured fibre and cable routing
• Modular components in the entire housing (building blocks)
• IP54 protection
• UPS with batteries
• Cooling with direct air
TKF can offer a range of ACEcab Active Streetcabinets for a lot of application. Every customer has his own
specifications. For the right solution please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Next Generation Box
POP
OSP

The ACE next generation boxes are compact wall enclosures developed for a PON and P2P FTTH network
architecture. The boxes are designed to operate in category C (controlled), category G (outdoor ground
level) and category A (aerial) as characterized by IEC 61753-1, hence for indoor and outdoor applications
like: customer’s premises, basement building, telecommunications equipment rooms, pole mountings,
external wall sites etc. The protection level against water and dust is IP55 the impact protection class
is IK10. The boxes can accommodate uncut looped fibre cable and it is possible to terminate and seal
different cable construction by a complete range of accessories. Versions with lock are available for
improved security against unauthorized openings.

Subscriber
Features and applications
• Cable seal kits and accessories for easier installation
• Compatible with the most common cables types
• OSP Drop cable terminations for access networks
• Telecommunication enclosure for floor optical distribution
• Customized compact environmental protection

Dimensions (mm)

NGB2

NGB1

NGB

Height

330

255

170

Width

216

165

110

Depth

125

110

70

NGB2 Splice
The splice version of the wall box is capable of accommodating
the fibers of an uncut looped optical fibre cable. It is possible to
terminate different cable types and constructions
Splice capacity
STHD-4A 12ANT (6 mm)

96

STHD-6A 12ANT (4 mm)

144

STHD-4H 12HS (6 mm)

96

STHD-6H 12HS (4 mm)

144

STHD-3H 24HS (8 mm)

144

STHD-4H 24HS (6 mm)

192

Art. number

ACE code

Description

Max. port entries

566508

TB-NGB2-S2-NN00-N

NGB2 splice loop bracket without splice trays or lock

In

1 sealing kit or gland

Out

1 sealing kit or gland

N.B.: Glands and sealing kits have to be ordered separately.
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NGB2 Light Splice
POP

The light splice version of the box accommodates the ACE fibre
management system when a cost effective spliced fibre connectivity
solution is requested.
Max. port entries
1 sealing kit or gland

Out

1 sealing kit or gland

Splice capacity

OSP

In

extra small
144

STHD-4A 12ANT (6 mm)

96

STHD-6A 12ANT (4 mm)

144

216

STHD-4H 12HS (6 mm)

96

144

STHD-6H 12HS (4 mm)

144

216

STHD-3H 24HS (8 mm)

144

216

STHD-4H 24HS (6 mm)

192

288

Art. number

ACE code

Description

566500

TB-NGB2-LS-NN00-N

NGB2 light splice - without splice trays or lock

Subscriber

small

N.B.: Glands and sealing kits have to be ordered separately.

NGB1 Splice
The NGB1 splice is a compact wall box suitable
for splicing up to 192 fibers. Incoming cables
can be introduced via a gland, for the outgoing
cables there are glands or sealing kits available.
The application areas are for indoor as well as for
ourdoor e.g. use in street cabinets.
Splice capacity
STHD-4A 12ANT (6 mm)

96

STHD-6A 12ANT (4 mm)

144

STHD-4H 12HS (6 mm)

96

STHD-6H 12HS (4 mm)

144

STHD-3H 24HS (8 mm)

144

STHD-4H 24HS (6 mm)

192

Art. number

ACE code

Description

Max. port entries

566520

TB-NGB1-S-N-144

NGB1 Splice incl. 2x STHD-6H/12

In (left)

1 gland

Out (right)

1 sealing kit or gland

N.B.: Glands and sealing kits have to be ordered separately.
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NGB1 Splice/patch
POP

The NGB1 splice/patch is a compact wall box suitable for splicing up
to 48 fibers and patching up to 24 SC positions. Incoming cables can
be introduced via a gland, for the outgoing (patch) cables there are
glands or sealing kits available. The application areas are for indoor
as well as for outdoor e.g. use in street cabinets.

OSP

Max. port entries
In (left)

1 gland

Out (right)

1 sealing kit or 2 x gland

Subscriber

Splice capacity

Patch capacity

RHD-2H 12HS 24

24 SC / LC

RHD-2H 12ANT 24

Art. number

ACE code

Description

566521

TB-NGB1-M-N

NGB1 Splice/patch incl. 2x RHD-12HS

N.B.: Glands and sealing kits have to be ordered separately.

NGB Splice
The NGB is a small wall box suitable for splicing up
to 48 fibres. The small design in combination with
the IP55 rating makes the box extremely suitable
for application in outdoor environments e.g. CCTV
poles or antenna masts.
Max. port entries
Glands

2x PG16 or 3x PG13.5

Splice capacity
RHD-4H 12HS

48

RHD-4H 12ANT

48

Art. number

ACE code

Description

566560

TB-NGB-S-N

NGB Splice incl. splice tray 4x RHD-12HS

566562

TB-NGB-S-N

NGB Splice incl. splice tray 4x RHD-12ANT

N.B.: Glands have to be ordered separately.
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Sealing kits

OSP

The sealing kits can be
installed on the NGB2 and
NGB1 boxes. The box can
also be customized with
standard cable glands
available within the ACE
portfolio.

POP

Multiple wraparound cable seal kits are available for incoming and
outgoing cables with various diameters. Also there is a seal kit available
for patch-cords or micro cables. Standard cable glands PG13.5, PG16,
PG21 and PG29 can also be installed on the boxes depending the box
size. The cable seal kit (4x20 mm) is also suitable for looped cable
application. Drop cables can be managed with the push through ports
(12x10 mm or 24x6 mm). The wraparound patch-cord seal can be
used for easy re-entry without disturbing existing circuits. Strength
members of reinforced cables are fixed inside the box with the
appropriate and dedicated kits.

Subscriber

566550

566551

566553

566554

566552

Art. number

ACE code

Description

566550

TB-NGBKIT-MCS-4x20

Multi cable seal kit 4x20 mm cables or tubes ≤ 20 mm

566551

TB-NGBKIT-MCS-12x10

Multi cable seal kit 12x10 mm cables or tubes ≤ 10 mm

566552

TB-NGBKIT-MCS-24x6

Multi cable seal kit 24x6 mm cables or tubes ≤ 6 mm

566553

TB-NGBKIT-MCS-PB

Multi cable seal kit for patch-cord outlet (24 outdoor / 48 indoor)

566554

TB-NGBKIT-PG16-5/17

Gland kit PG16 5-17 mm
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ACE FTU
POP
OSP

The ACE fibre termination unit (FTU) is a compact indoor fibre
termination solution. The design of this new FTU is more compact
than its predecessors, which reduces installation space. The
fibre optic connector(s) in the FTU is/are protected by a so called
shutter. The activation of the FTU and unlocking the shutter is
done by sliding on a FTU patch cover over the FTU. The simplicity
of this operation provides activation of the fibre network fit for
do-it yourself.
The ACE FTU is available with 1 or 2 optical outputs.

Subscriber

Parameter

Unit

ACE FTU

mm

98.4

Height
Dimension

Width

100

Depth

29.5

Number of patch positions
Splice protectors
Colour

1 or 2
crimp or mini heatshrink
White RAL9010

Mounting

Wall

FTU patch cover
Art.number

Description

566050

ACE FTU 1x SC/APC pigtail, wall plate and installation set

566051

ACE FTU 2x SC/APC pigtail, wall plate and installation set

566049

ACE FTU patch cover incl. 1x SC/APC adapter

566057

ACE FTU patch cover incl. 2x SC/APC adapter

566052

Patch-cord  SC/APC d:2.8 mm l1:2.0 m (69287) indoor/outdoor

N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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ACE Customer Outlet

ACE customer outlet performance
566007

Dimensions (lxwxh)

(mm)

130 x 80 x 25

Cable entry

rear



left



right



top



Labelling



Diameter input cable

(mm)

1.8 - 7.0

Splice capacity

ANT

4

HS

4

LC

4

Access protection

Subscriber

Feature

Patch capacity

OSP

Description

POP

The ACE customer outlet for fibre optic cabling is used as
an indoor termination node for residential and commercial
buildings. It offers a modern solution suitable for multi
configurations such as multi-port, splicing and hybrid. The
low profile design and horizontal or vertical orientation of
the optical outlets provides a clean visual appearance while
protecting the cable connection with respect of minimum
bend radius of the fibre.

SC

2

RJ45




566007
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ACE DIN Wall Outlet
POP
OSP

The ACE DIN wall outlet (ACE-DWO) is the interface between the
operator’s network and the subscriber network. The ACE-DWO can be
used as a demarcation, measuring and testing point and is available
with 1, 2 or 4 optical outputs with laser protection shutter (ie. SC/APC
interface). The outlet can be mounted on a DIN rail or be placed on
the wall via an adapter plate, which is equipped with a level for easy
installation. The pre-connectorized kits of the DWO in various lengths will
be delivered in a cardboard box for easy installation. The DWO is also
available as a splice/patch outlet only.
Parameter

Unit

Subscriber

Height
Dimension

Width
Depth

Capacity
Colour
Mounting

ACE DWO
80

mm

80
32 (wall), 25 (DIN rail)
1, 2 or 4 adapters
White RAL9010
Wall / DIN rail

Art.number

Length

566065

L= 20 mtr

566066

L= 30 mtr

566067

L= 40 mtr

566068

L= 50 mtr

DIN / Wall outlet 1x SC/APC Pre-connected STIC G.657.A2

Art.number

Length

566075

L= 20 mtr

566076

L= 30 mtr

566077

L= 40 mtr

566078

L= 50 mtr

DIN / Wall outlet 2x SC/APC Pre-connected STIC G.657.A2

Art.number

Length

566085

L= 20 mtr

566086

L= 30 mtr

566087

L= 40 mtr

566088

L= 50 mtr

DIN / Wall outlet 4x SC/APC Pre-connected STIC G.657.A2
N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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ACE DIN Rail Module

Unit
Height

Dimension

Width
Depth

ACE DRM
88

mm

17.8 (1f & 2f) 35.8 (4f)
60

Capacity

1,2 or 4 adapters

Colour

White RAL9010

Mounting

Subscriber

Parameter

OSP

The DRM is pre-connectorized available in various lengths and will
be delivered in a cardboard box for easy installation.

POP

The ACE DIN rail module (ACE-DRM) is the interface between the
operator’s network and the subscriber network. The ACE-DRM
can be used as a demarcation, measuring and testing point and
is available with 1, 2 or 4 optical outputs with laser protection
shutter (ie. SC/APC interface). The module is special developed for
installation on a DIN rail, inside a customer central distribution
point.

DIN rail

Art.number

Length

566105

L= 20 mtr

566106

L= 30 mtr

566107

L= 40 mtr

566108

L= 50 mtr

DIN-rail Module 1x SC/APC STIC 1 x SM G.657.A2
Art.number

Length

566115

L= 20 mtr

566116

L= 30 mtr

566117

L= 40 mtr

566118

L= 50 mtr

DIN-rail Module 2x SC/APC STIC 2 x SM G.657.A2

Art.number

Length

566125

L= 20 mtr

566126

L= 30 mtr

566127

L= 40 mtr

566128

L= 50 mtr

DIN-rail Module 4x SC/APC STIC 4 x SM G.657.A2
N.B.: For other configurations, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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FTTX-Wing Box (ANT)
POP

The new compact FTTX Wing Box was developed for PON or
P2P-FTTH networks can be used as a pure splice box or as a splice
patch-box. It provides mechanical protection and storage for pigtails,
fibers, splices, connectors and other passive optical components.

OSP
Subscriber

This box was developed for applications in category C (indoor controlled)
and category A (outdoor aerial) according to IEC 61753-1 specifications.
Thus, it is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, in customer
premises, basements, equipment rooms of telecommunications, mast
mounts, external wall mounts or the like. The degree of protection
against dust and moisture is IP54, the degree of impact resistance is
IK10.
As a prefabricated version up to 16 LC / APC pigtails incl. Couplings
are available. In the bare basic version, you are still able to place up
to 8 x SC pigtail and couplings. For an individual patch solution, the
detachable frame can be used and set up for LC or SC couplings. The
splice cassette can be equipped with up to 24 x ANT crimp splices.

Dimension:

(H) 175 mm x (W) 116 mm x (D) 50 mm

Art.-no.:

Description

566210

FTTX-Wing Box

Prefabricated with LC/APC Pigtails

UL-94 V0

Art.-no.:

Description

566153

FTTX-Wing Box 2x LC/APC

566154

FTTX-Wing Box 4x LC/APC

566150

FTTX-Wing Box 6x LC/APC

566155

FTTX-Wing Box 8x LC/APC

566151

FTTX-Wing Box 10xLC/APC

566152

FTTX-Wing Box 12xLC/APC

566156

FTTX-Wing Box 14xLC/APC

566157

FTTX-Wing Box 16xLC/APC

Accessories:
566666
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FTTX-Wing Wall mounting plate

Splice trays

ACE Splice Tray High Density
POP
OSP

The module consists of a number of trays for
storing and protecting splices, and a routing plate
which guides the fibers in and out of the tray. The
concept uses a base plate allowing more trays in
the footprint, increasing fibre capacity. High quality,
total modularity and ease of installation are the key
factors of the ACE-STHD splice system.

Subscriber

The high density splicing module (ACE-STHD) is
an essential part of the ACE product range. These
modules allow increased fibre capacity in any of the
ACE shelves, closures and boxes, ensuring full bend
radius control and total fibre management.

Parameter

ACE-STHD

Loop-back facility

Yes

Material

ABS-PC

Flammability rating

UL-94 V0

Colour

RAL 7035

Splice
Tray

Pack
Splice

568143
STHD-6H/12

12HS
4 mm

72

72

568153
STHD-4A

12ANT
6 mm

48

8HS
4 mm

48

568150
STHD-6A

12ANT
4 mm

72

568148
STHD-2H

8HS
4 mm

16

568152
STHD-2A

12ANT
4 mm

24

568287
STHD-4H/24

24HS
6 mm

96

Splice
Tray

Pack
Splice

Art. number

568155
STHD-4H

12HS
6 mm

48

568154
STHD-3H

24HS
8 mm

568151
STHD-6H

Art. number

Module
Type

Module
Type

N.B.: Fibre storage splice trays HD6-12 & HD4-24 for heat shrink is
only suitable for G.657 fibre.
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Splitters

PLC Splitters
POP

ACE offers splitters in various appearances. Within the ACE portfolio all splitters are premium quality (socalled P-version). This means that the splitter have excellent optical characteristics.
All splitters in the ACE portfolio are PLC (Planar Lightwave Circuit) splitters: the split count is defined by a
lithographic process on silica glass substrates. Various options for different applications are available:

OSP

Type

Example

Solution
Bare fibre splitters can be used in a protective environment like
trays inside boxes and shelves for splicing with pigtails.
Splitter trays are available in all
kind of splitter ratios.

Subscriber

Bare fibre splitter

900µ splitters can be used in boxes and shelves. Mostly the 900µ
input/output fibers are terminated by an optical connector
900 µm fibre

1 HU shelf. Capacity up and incl.
1:64 splitter with LC connectors.

Splitter modules are used as stand-alone network devices.
The cords at the output have diameter Ø1.8 mm or Ø1.2 mm.
Modules can be mounted directly in rack-systems or frames.
Dimensions of the module: 100 x 80 x 10.

Splitter module

The splitter with 64 output cords require a housing of 100 x 80 x 20.

Port configuration
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1x2

1x4

1x8

1x16

1x32

1x64

13.7

17.0

20.6

1.2

1.5

2.0

0.35

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.5

1.0

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.5

Operating wavelength

(nm)

1260~1650

Insertion loss (P/S Grade)

(dB)

Max

4.0

7.2

10.5

Loss uniformity

(dB)

Max

0.4

0.6

0.8

Polarization dependent loss

(dB)

Max

0.2

0.3

Wavelength dependent loss

(dB)

Max

0.5

0.8

Return loss

(dB)

Min

Directivity

(dB)

Min

55

Temperature stability -40~85 oC

(dB)

Max

0.5

55

40 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

60 x 7 x 4

60 x 12 x 4

Package dimension (l x w x h) 900 μm module

mm

mm

50 x 7 x 4

50 x 7 x 4

50 x 7 x 4

60 x 12 x 4

80 x 20 x 6

100 x 40 x 6

Package dimension (l x w x h) 2.0 mm module

mm

mm

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 20

Splitters

PLC Splitters
2x2

2x4

2x8

2x16

2x64

17.5

21.0

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.5

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.3

≤ 0.5

(nm)

Insertion loss (P/S Grade)

(dB)

Max

4.2

7.4

10.8

14.0

Loss uniformity

(dB)

Max

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Polarization dependent loss

(dB)

Max

0.3

0.5

Wavelength dependent loss

(dB)

Max

0.5

0.8

Return loss

(dB)

Min

Directivity

(dB)

Min

55

Temperature stability -40~85 oC

(dB)

Max

0.5

mm

Package dimension (l x w x h) 2.0 mm module

mm

1.0
55

40 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

50 x 4 x 4

60 x 7 x 4

60 x 12 x 4

mm

50 x 7 x 4

50 x 7 x 4

50 x 7 x 4

60 x 12 x 4

80 x 20 x 6

100 x 40 x 6

mm

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 10

100 x 80 x 20

Specifications are without connectors. Add an additional 0.30 dB loss per connector (when a connector is applied)

Subscriber

Package dimension (l x w x h) 900 μm module

1260~1650

OSP

2x32

Operating wavelength

POP

Port configuration

Splitters can be installed in the Splitter housing module. The module
capacity is 42 splitters of 10 mm width.

The ACE splitter tray concerns a 9 mm tray that is assembled with a
splitter ex-Works. Fibers of the splitter are stored in the tray.
The advantage of the splitter tray is the convenient installation inside a
splice frame. The fibers can be guided towards other splice trays inside
the frame.

9 mm splitter tray
pre-mounted with:
• PLC splitter
• Splitter holder
• Splitter holder cover
2 Splice tray cover
3 Splice tray label
4 Splice tray label protection
5 Splice tray holder
6	Splice tray holder –
sliding channel
1

5

6
3

1

4

2
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Pigtails, patch-cords and adapters

Pigtails
POP

Pigtails are optical fibre cords mostly consisting of a bare fibre with a
secondary coating and terminated at one side by an optical connector.
Due to its limited mechanical resistance pigtails are commonly used in a
controlled environment, for example in a patch shelf or splice tray.

OSP

Description

Subscriber

Cable type

Dry buffer “Easystrip”

Diameter (mm)

0.9

IL grade

IEC 61753 grade B, C

RL grade

IEC 61753 grade 1, 2

Connector type

LC/(A)PC, SC/(A)PC, E2000/APC, FC/(A)PC

Connector interface

IEC-61754

Colour

IEC 60304 / VDE 0888-3

Environmental class

U - Uncontrolled environment IEC 61753

Standard packaging

Box with 12 colored pigtails

Patch-cords
Patch-cords are optical fibre cords with a connector on both sides. The fibre cord is a dry buffered optical
fibre surrounded by reinforcement (aramid yarns) and an outer sheath. Both simplex, duplex and outdoor
patch-cords are available.
Description
Cable type

Simplex, duplex

Diameter (mm)

1.2, 1.6, 2.0

IL grade

IEC 61753 grade B, C

RL grade

IEC 61753 grade 1, 2

Connector type

LC/(A)PC, SC/(A)PC, E2000/APC, FC/(A)PC

Connector interface

IEC-61754

Colour

Yellow

Environmental class

U - Uncontrolled environment IEC 61753

Adapters
Adapters are coupling and alignment components for 2 or more fibre optic connectors. The adapters are
classified by type, configuration, coupling mechanism and style. In most cases the adapters are part of a
patch shelf or termination box. The ACE adapters stand out due to the unique “one-piece” housing which
guarentees a high quality and stable fibre optic connection. Different configurations are available, e.g.
simplex, duplex, quad, with or without flange etc.

N.B.: For the different pigtail, patch-cord and adapter types, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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Cable assemblies

Cable Assemblies
POP

TKF offers a wide range of pre-connected cables, cables provided with any given optical connectors.
Smart fan-out solutions together with a cunning packaging have been developed to achieve a product that
allows a fast, reliable and convenient installation process.

OSP

Pre-connected DAC “Home run”

Pre-connected cables

Pre-connected MDIC “Rapid roll”

Pre-connected hybrid cable

Subscriber

Pre-connected fibre optic modules

Pre-connected MADC

Features and applications
• Homerun and rapid roll solutions make fast and easy installation at the customer premises possible
• Connectors are mounted directly on the fibre without splicing
• Fan-out modules are equipped with 0.9 mm or 1.8 mm protective tubing
• Pre-connected SFU can be blown directly out of the packaging (blister)
• The cable assemblies can be combined with different ACE boxes or trays
• Individual retention of every tube in the Fan-out module guarantees a secure installation
N.B.: For detailed information about the cable assemblies, please contact your TKF sales representative.
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House entry kits

House Entry Kit
POP

The ACE house entry kit allows tube and cable entry in the
subscriber location above ground as well as buried.
Two sets are defined:
• Entry of a Ø7 – Ø12 mm customer tube directly
• A set including a Ø20 mm transport tube (length 600 mm).

OSP

All sets include the components necessary for an
application independent installation. Tubes and cables
from Ø2 - Ø12 mm can be transferred through the wall.
Gas-block connectors (EZA) up to 12mm fit inside the plastic  
body of the kit.

Subscriber

Features and applications
• Easy and fast installation
• Suitable for customer duct diameters 7 - 12 mm
• Gas-block connectors up to 12 mm can be inserted
• One kit for above ground and buried applications
• Small drill hole: max. 25 mm for 20 mm tube
• Click lock
• Expansion resin included

Buried application
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Above ground application

Art. number

ACE code

Description

568930     MC-HE-01

House entry kit II

incl. 20 mm transport tube

568935     MC-HE-03

House entry kit II

7 – 12 mm tube

Consumables

Heat shrink Splice Protector

ACE code

Description

401395

AC-SPH1

Heat shrink splice protector Ø 2.6 mm l: 45 mm (100 pcs.)

401396

AC-SPH4

Mini heat shrink splice protector Ø 1.3 mm l: 30 mm (100 pcs.)

Subscriber

Art. number

OSP

Features and applications
• Transparent colour
• Suitable for single fibre fusion splices with primary and
secondary coated fibers
• Low temperature hot melt adhesive to encapsulate the
splice
• Shrinkable temperature of the sleeve min. 120°C
• Stainless steel strength member
• Full length strength member for total fibre support
• Processing temperature -45°C to +100°C
• Fast shrink time
• RoHS compliant

POP

The heat shrink splice protector provides mechanical and
environmental protection of fusion splices. The splice
protector consists of a transparant shrinkable tube which
contains meltable adhesive to encapsulate the splice. The
stainless steel rod ensures a proper alignment and rigidity
which protects the splice against mechanical damage and
moisture.

N.B.: Diameters are approximate and refer to outer diameters before shrinking. OD 2.6mm-ID 1.4mm / OD 1.3mm-ID 0.35mm.

Crimp Splice Protector (ANT)
The unprotected splice is embedded in the
durable plastic compound, thus protecting it from
environmental impacts. The splice protection consists
of a single-part V-shaped metal base coated on both
sides with a durable plastic compound. The fibre optic
splice is mounted centrally in the splice protection
after splicing and closed precisely by means of a splice
protector press.
Features and applications
• Maximum diameter of primary coated fibre 250 μm
• Storage temperature -30°C to +60°C
• Processing temperature -5°C to +45°C

Art. number

ACE code

Description

401306

AC-SPA1

ANT splice protector (150 pcs.)

401334

AC-TOSP

Splice protector press
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Tools

Cleaner pen
POP

The ACE portfolio offers high performance tools to clean the ferrule end face of an optical connector. Two
versions are available. Cleaner pen for ferrule end face Ø 1.25 mm and a cleaner pen for ferrule end face Ø
2.50 mm.
The cleaner pen allows an one-step cleaning action directly at the PC and APC ferrule as well as through
an adapter.

OSP
Subscriber
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Art. number

ACE code

Description

430160

AC-TOCP-125

Cleaner pen Ø 1.25 mm LC / MU adapter and connector

430161

AC-TOCP-250

Cleaner pen Ø 2.50 mm SC / FC / ST adapter and connector

TELECOM SOLUTIONS
Telecom headquarters
Tel. +31 (0)53 573 22 55

Fax +31 (0)53 573 21 85

info@ace-fibreoptic.com

Fax +33 (0)16 454 12 83

info@ace-fibreoptic.com

Fax +49 (0)3328 33660 311

info-de@tkf.eu
info@ace-fibreoptic.com

Telecom France
Tel. +33 (0)16 454 12 82
Telecom Germany
Tel. +49 (0)3328 33660 315

Telecom Finland, Estonia & Denmark
Tel. +358 10 666 21 43
Tel. +31 (0)53 573 23 69

Fax +31 (0)53 573 23 06

info@ace-fibreoptic.com

Fax +31 (0)53 573 23 06

info@ace-fibreoptic.com

Fax +31 (0)162 455 751

telecomservices@tkf.eu

Telecom Sweden
Tel. +46 (0)152 33 34 03
Tel. +31 (0)53 573 23 69
Telecom Services
Tel. +31 (0)162 475 800
Service line +31 (0) 162 475 810
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MORE INFORMATION
This catalogue contains information about product families. Information about products that are not
included in this catalogue is available via our sales departments and can also be found on our website
www.ace-fibreoptic.com.
Contact information about our sales teams can be found on page 53 of this catalogue or via our website:
www.ace-fibreoptic.com.
Subject to changes
TKF reserves the right to make changes to its product specifications and its range of products without
informing clients of this in advance.
Disclaimer
This catalogue is put together with great care. Nevertheless we can’t give any guarantees regarding the
completeness, correctness or actualization of the information in this catalogue. No rights can be derived
from the information as shown in this catalogue.
TKF is entitled to modify this catalogue at all times with immediate effect due to (for example)
changes in legislation.
TKF can’t be held responsible for the content of this catalogue or the consequences of using the
information including incorrect translation of the information by third parties.
© TKF
All rights reserved. Information in this catalogue may only be distributed with acknowledgement of the
source.
Terms of delivery
Our general terms of delivery apply to all our deliveries including the products named in the catalogue.
They are available via our websites www.ace-fibreoptic.com and www.tkf.eu or via our sales departments.
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NOTES
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TKF Finland

TKF Sweden

C&C Partners

TKF Headquarters
TKF GmbH
TKF SAS
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Telephone:

+31 (0)53 5732255

P.O. Box 6

Email:

info@tkf.eu

NL-7480 AA Haaksbergen
The Netherlands

info@ace-fibreoptic.com
Internet:

www.tkf.eu
www.ace-fibreoptic.com
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